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ABSTRACT
Computational performance profiling is often used to characterize the efficiency of high performance
computing applications, and has been widely applied in many scientific and engineering domains. In
cartography and geographic information science, however, little attention has been paid to this important
method. The purpose of this research is to demonstrate an effective performance profiling strategy for detecting
and eliminating performance bottlenecks of a parallel processing algorithm for high performance map reprojection of coarse-scale spatially explicit raster data. Map re-projection represents a fundamental
cartographic transformation in geographic information analysis, and has become computationally intensive as
large-, and multi-scale spatial data are treated. Therefore, this research takes the pRasterBlaster software
package as our case study as it implements a suite of map re-projection techniques for spatial raster data such
as coordinate translation, forward- and inverse-mapping, and resampling (Steinwand et al. 2005). Using the
Message Passing Interface (MPI) (Snir et al. 1998), pRasterBlaster has been parallelized to exploit high
performance and parallel computing resources for enabling the research and operation of the U.S. Geological
Survey National Geospatial Program (Finn et al. 2012).
Our performance profiling strategy encompasses two interrelated components: 1) exploratory performance
analysis, and 2) formulation of spatial computational domain (Wang and Armstrong, 2009). The performance
analysis component uses profiling tools such as the Tuning and Analysis Utilities (TAU) toolkit (Shende and
Malony 2006) and the Integrated Performance Monitoring (IPM) profiling infrastructure (Wright et al. 2009) to
detect potential bottlenecks in the parallel processing algorithm of pRasterBlaster. The formulation of spatial
computational domain complementarily focuses on gaining basic understanding of spatial domain
representation for scalable parallel computation by eliminating the bottlenecks. For example, our performance
analysis was able to detect a major performance bottleneck due to an imbalanced load imposed on a single
processor. This bottleneck prevented pRasterBlaster from scaling beyond 384 processor cores. Consequently,
an adjustment was made by regularizing the decomposition of spatial computational domain for balancing the
distribution of loads among all available processors, which contributed to the elimination of the bottleneck.
A set of computational experiments was conducted on a supercomputer as part of the National Science
Foundation Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE) – a cutting edge
cyberinfrastructure (Atkins et al. 2003). The results of our experiments have demonstrated that the strategy is
able to efficiently use 4,096 processor cores for re-projecting a set of coarse-scale spatial raster data. The size
of each dataset on average is multiple hundred megabytes. This computational performance improvement is
significant compared to the scalability of the original parallel processing algorithm, and has enabled
pRasterBlaster to process much larger datasets more rapidly as required by the USGS National Geospatial
Program.
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